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Information & Inscription inquiry 

Date:  - - - - - - - - - - - - - (To be confirmed) 

Student full name:  - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ♥ 

Transmitted by:   
   Alain Tello Robledo ♥ 
                                           (Founder) 

Assistant masters:  
   Massiel García Carpio ♥  
   Chantal Tello García ♥  
   Sombra ♥ 
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Religion, known spirituality, the rational mind, have existed for centuries, 
framing the evolution of humankind until today. The result of this evolution 

is: divided humanity, violence, wars, hunger, inequalities, pandemics, death 
of the planet, etc. 

I do not understand how humanity, after so many warnings from the 
Existence through climate change, melting of the poles, global pollution, 

pandemics, etc., has not awakened from its collective ignorance. Humanity 
is waiting to be "vaccinated" against the “evils" of the world, in order to 
continue doing the same thing, which is equivalent to say, to continue 
destroying the future of new generations and the entire Planet, all for 

wanting to maintain an erroneous and destructive lifestyle for fear of the 
unknown. 

We are already in 2021, and soon 2022! See: Universal Message from book 
III published in 2016. 

Alain Tello Robledo



Introduction: 

People live disconnected from their vital energy, their 7th chakra is blocked 
by the exaggerated and endless activation of their cerebral hemispheres. 
This is the cause of diseases and an imbalance in our modern societies. 
Even pets are getting sick because of being around the lifestyles of their 
“owners”. 

It is necessary to understand, that shutting of the door of the Intuition, and 
the silencing of the voice of the Essence bring one farther away from 
Transcendental Balance. 

Faith in oneself can only truly appear when the Essence manifests itself. 

Modern medicine and other alternatives, treat only the symptoms, and 
never really actually cure patients. They are mainly used to relieve or 
maintain a patient’s condition and the consumers’ dependance upon 
chemical or natural medicines. 

This Ancestral Healing course aims to liberate and heal students/trainees 
in the first phase (with transcendental treatments), and to guide them 
afterward to a higher level of consciousness. 
It will allow prepared students to apply ancestral healing therapies and heal 
from their Essences others and oneself. 

Students/trainees must be ready to transcend. For this reason they must 
join this training course motivated by their own Intuition and innate 
sensitivity. This training is not suited to those who wish to embellish a 
curriculum vitae. 

Trainees who wish to join this course should do so with open hearts and 
empty minds from their Intention/Intuition. Others skills such as Reiki can 
disturb or limit the transcending process, as transcendental, ancestral 
healing is completely different to all known techniques and knowledge. 

Intuition is somehow intangible for humanity. As for myself and my closest 
circle, intuition is our language. I use the same words of humans, but most 
of the time with a completely different meaning. I speak a language that no 
human mind will ever be able to understand. 

This Ancestral Healing Course is not an alternative medicine or treatment, 
it is a complementary healing to scientist medicine, and far from the 
alternative one. 
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Only prepared people are accepted. 

You will learn to let yourself be guided by your Essence in connection with 
the patient's Essence, and something else that cannot be explained with 
words. The is no protocol to memorize, you only need to let yourself be 
guided by the Energy that gives life, the patient's Essence. 

You will have nothing to memorize as the transcendental knowledge is 
transmitted on an unconscious level through the Essences. 

You will just have to learn a few simple techniques. 

Each person and animal is unique. Each person and animal needs a 
different treatment to regain its balance. That is why there is no protocol to 
follow, only your intuition in connection with all the Essences. 

Once you have successfully passed this course, you will be able to live and 
heal from Essence to Essence. 

Only the "unopened" mind and ego’s beliefs and fears can separate you 
from the connection to your heart, and thus make you miss the goal of the 
course. 

Having been accepted to participate in this course, the chance of failure is 
less than 1%. 

All known spiritual currents, medicines or therapies rely on the rational 
mind, or "mental intuition", to apply protocols or principles of action 
according to symptoms, beliefs, instances from the past, etc. 
Ancestral healing through AtelTrainer can only be applied when the mind is 
prepared to transcend rationality. Only this state of transcendence can give 
way to the healing of the Essences, Ancestral Healing. Healing that no 
rational mind can ever understand. 

Metaphor: because the "door" of Ancestral Healing is different from the 
door of known therapies and medicines, the Ancestral Healer cannot be 
divided or hesitating between the two doors. The door of learnt mental 
knowledge is opposite to the door of connection with the Essences.  
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Mental knowledge exists only from the acquisition of standardized 
protocols. 
The knowledge of Ancestral Healing is induced by universal knowledge 
through the Essences, Source. 

That is why the student who has passed the AtelTrainer course in Ancestral 
Healing, cannot simultaneously engage in other techniques, for example, 
Reiki, acupuncture, etc.. If an Ancestral Healer were to do so, they would 
gradually lose their connection, thus the ancestral healing “gift” would 
disappear. 

The transmission of transcendental and ancestral healing knowledge 
through AtelTrainer is done without intermediaries, therefore it is of vital 
importance to maintain the purity and origin of the transmission. 

Because ancestral healing knowledge is completely different in its practice 
from other known healing or spiritual techniques, students applying for the 
course are required to read and accept the general conditions linked here. 

Ancestral healing is complementary to Scientific Medicine. One relieves 
symptoms and pain, and the other heals. Union! 

A Scientific Physician can be both an Ancestral Healer and a Physician, as 
they are complementary, treating symptoms and pain, and applying 
healing. 

A Physician or Therapist in alternative medicines is not compatible with 
Ancestral Healing. 

These words may be confusing to read, but are clear after taking the 
course. 

Aspirants can contact Healers who have already taken the course to 
exchange impressions. Link click here 
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https://www.ateltrainer.com/wp-content/uploads/COURSE-CONDITIONS-ENG-1001.pdf
https://www.ateltrainer.com/ancestral-healers/


Program: 

Day 1: (adaptation) 

• Welcome to the Valley. 
• Visit the facilities. 
• That day you will feel yourself in the Center (234.000 m2 / 2,475,699 Ft2) 

at your total disposal, your new home during your training as a family 
member of the Valley. 

• Conversation with Alain.  
It is important that you feel confortable, even though your mind can be  
frightened somehow, as Alain connects directly with your Essence, and 
your mind-subconscious can be disturbed for being “transcended”.  
You are here because you are prepared to receive the Transcendental 
and ancestral healing knowledges. As you will understand through the 
coming days, we need your mind to surrender in order to connect with 
your Essence and succeed in your liberation as well as in this course. 
So, it has to be pleasant for your mind. But minds become tense at the 
door of the unknown. 

• As the Center runs 100% on renewable energy, you will be required to 
follow guidelines for the proper functioning of the Center (water, waste, 
electricity).  

• Do not hesitate to ask the AtelTrainer’s team if any doubts arise. 

• Your well-being is our well-being ❤  
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Days 2 & 3 : (Liberation) 

• Student’s diagnoses. 
• Ancestral healing treatments to free you from any “blockages”, 

deseases. This is essential to become an ancestral healer. 
• Presentation and demonstrations of ancestral techniques. 
• Healing meditation introduction. 

Days 4 and 5 : (will be focused on Heart-Essence connection) 

• Healing meditation introduction and practice. 
• Additional transcendental ancestral liberation treatments (if necessary, 

for those who need it). 
• Deeper initiation into transcendental healing meditation. 
• Introduction and practices in the connection with the Essence 

(mandatory to be a transcendental ancestral healer). 
• Introduction to ancestral healing techniques. 

Days 6 to 8 : (are based on healing practices and transcendental   
               knowledge transmission) 

• Intense practices of energetic diagnoses. 
• Intense practices of healing techniques. 
• Real treatments between students and coaches. 

Day 9 : 

• Prepared students will pass the transcendental heart connection test ❤  
• Students/trainees considered apt, will receive a Certificate of Aptitude. 
   Other students will receive a Certificate of Participation. 
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Further information:  
Some of the following activities will daily 
implement the classes: Transcendental 
healing walks, healing sound, Intuitive-
sensitive healing yoga, transcendental 
healing meditation, transcendental 
conversations, treatments to trainees if 
necessary, Tao Night walks, little meditative 
Tai chi Initiation… 
During the course, free mornings will be 
offered to the students, in order for them to 
be able to assimilate what has been transmitted on a conscious level, and 
much more on an unconscious level. 
Timing will be established day to day according to Alain’s “intuition” and 
student’s needs. 

Recommendations and prohibitions: 
• Long fingernails are not acceptable as inappropriate for the practices of 

an ancestral healer. 
• To be an ancestral healer it is totally forbidden to be addicted to: alcohol, 

drugs, tobacco, etc.  
• Be taking psychiatric treatment during the last 12 months. 

Any non-compliance may be grounds for expulsion without refund. 

Course registration form: 
Send to the email address info@ateltrainer.com : 
- The signed General Conditions form. 
- A letter of intent, detailing personal and familial situation, studies, work 
experience, any illness, disorder, or addiction (drugs, alcohol, tobacco, 
etc.), as well as the reason why you wish to take the course. 
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An Ancestral Healer should not combine or practice other healing or 
spiritual techniques as he/she would gradually lose the connection 
with his/her Essence because they are contradictory. 

Being an Ancestral Healer is part of a lifestyle. 

An Ancestral Healer can communicate with the dimension of the 
Essences. 

An Ancestral Healer speaks the true Universal language that unites all 
beings. 

An Ancestral Healer heals beyond patients… 

Thank you! 

 ❤  ❤  ❤  ❤  ❤  

Alain Tello Robledo 
      Founder 

www.ateltrainer.com 

alain@ateltrainer.com 

Phone & WhatsApp: 0034 655 40 10 44.   
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Click here 
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Away from all human religion and belief !


